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Abstract

Securing multimedia transmission has become a chal-
lenging issue due to the popularization of real-time mul-
timedia applications such as video surveillance, satellite
communication and web cams. However, previous security
algorithms do not always guarantee a satisfactory degree
of media quality and latency. In order to provide both secu-
rity and media QoS, a viable security mechanism must con-
sider three properties: processing time, compression rate
and security level. In this paper, we propose a light-weight
encryption scheme without loss of security and media QoS,
called Secure Real-time Media Transmission (SRMT) us-
ing two block transpositions and a XOR operation. SRMT
is studied with respect to MPEG-4, which is widely used
in today’s multimedia applications. Experimental results
with various MPEG-4 movies show that the SRMT scheme
achieves real-time transmission of encrypted media data
without loss of security and media QoS. Though SRMT is
conducted on uncompressed raw data, SRMT encrypts 3
times faster than the AES encryption of MPEG compressed
data. Also, we show that manipulating key frames and
a compression method can lessen increasing ratio of en-
crypted MPEG size, e.g., 70.5% improvement over an exist-
ing combination method of block transpositions and XOR
operations.

1 Introduction

The rapid growth of multimedia and networking tech-
nologies gives rise to numerous multimedia applications,
such as video surveillance, satellite communication and
web cams [15]. Consequently, securing multimedia trans-
mission has become a challenging issue. Due to the
unique characteristics of real-time multimedia data such
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as large data size, high bandwidth and real-time require-
ments [12, 15], a proper security algorithm should be cho-
sen carefully for real-time multimedia transmission. This
is due to the fact that media QoS should be met to provide
high media quality and low latency even when securing me-
dia transmission. In order to preserve high media QoS, a
viable security mechanism should provide three properties:
high-speed processing, high compression rate and sufficient
security level. However, previous cryptographic approaches
have considered only one or two of these properties. For in-
stance, security has been diminished in order to improve
processing speed [1, 4, 7]. Enhancing security has resulted
in the drop of frames sacrificing media QoS for real-time
requirements [9, 10].

In this paper, we propose a lightweight encryption
scheme without loss of security and media QoS, called Se-
cure Real-time Media Transmission(SRMT). Since MPEG-
4 is widely used in modern media transmission, SRMT
is studied with respect to MPEG-4. We implemented the
SRMT scheme along with other encryption mechanisms.
Experimental results with various MPEG-4 movies show
that we achieve real-time transmission of encrypted media
data without loss of security and media QoS.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents related works. In Section 3, we propose a
lightweight encryption scheme, SRMT. Section 4 discusses
the experimental results of SRMT and analyze the SRMT.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

For securing media transmission, many encryption algo-
rithms have been proposed with objectives classified into
two categories: security and light-weightness.

Among light-weight encryption mechanisms, encryption
with XOR has been considered as the simplest encryption
mechanism [6, 8]. However, the XOR encryption produces
the inverse color image which has an original outline as
shown in Fig. 1(b). It implies that XOR encryption sac-
rifices security for light-weightness. In order to enhance



(a) Original frame (b) XORed frame

(c) Scrambled frame (d) AES encrypted
frame

Figure 1. Three existing algorithms for
encrypting video images.

security, XOR encryption can be used together with an-
other encryption algorithm such as DES or AES [7, 15].
However, they are too slow and heavy for handling large
multimedia data [3, 8, 11, 14]. XOR-only encryption is
lightweight and fast enough, but it diminishes security as
well as compression rate significantly.

Several stream ciphers like RC4 is also lightweight en-
cryption algorithm. If RC4 encryption which randomizes
data [5] is applied for uncompressed multimedia data, it has
resulted in remarkably low compression rate of encrypted
MPEG. Therefore, RC4 encryption can be employed for
compressed data [4]. Even if RC4 encryption is used for
compressed data, processing speed of RC4 encryption is in-
adequate for real-time multimedia transmission [4]. Also,
the weakness of RC4 encryption such as key scheduling
algorithm and state table of RC4 was shown in many re-
searches [5].

One approach to increase the processing speed is en-
crypting chosen parts of images selectively, which reduces
the amount of data to be encrypted. There have been sev-
eral selective encryption methods for light-weightness, but
these methods do not provide sufficient security [1, 4, 7].

Block scrambling [11, 14] and the MVEA(Motion Vec-
tor Encryption Algorithm) [3] are media adaptive encryp-
tion methods. Block scrambling appears secure as shown in
Fig. 1(c), and provides high compression rate. However, it
was shown that scramble-only methods do not provide suf-

ficient security [2, 14]. MVEA has been considered as se-
cure and light-weight [3]. However, MVEA manages only P
frames, and we need additional encryption for I frames [3].
In [3], for securing I frames, MVEA was used with DES
which incurs the severe loss of light-weightness.

AES can be considered as a secure encryption method as
shown in Fig. 1(d). However, AES is inadequate for media
data since it is too heavy and slow for handling large media
data [3, 8, 11, 14]. Furthermore, AES provides very low
compression rate.

3 The SRMT Encryption Scheme

This section describes the proposed encryption scheme
called Secure Real-time Media Transmission(SRMT). For
the purpose of light-weightness, several selective encryp-
tion algorithms have been proposed. But selective algo-
rithms provide lower security than the naive algorithm that
encrypts all data. Since we need both light-weightness
and security, we combined two lightweight mechanisms,
XOR and transposition, in an efficient way. Pseudocode
in Fig. 2 describes SRMT encryption operations in detail.
The SRMT scheme uses two block transpositions and one
XOR operation. First transposition is for generating a key
frame. A XOR operation and second transposition is main
encryption process. In Section 3.1, we will describe the
mechanism of key frame generation. And the main encryp-
tion process will be described in Section 3.2.

3.1 Key Frame Generation

A randomly generated key may greatly degrade com-
pression rate. In order to preserve high compression rate of
encrypted frame, we have devised a seed frame S. S con-
sists of pixels whose color values are close to unusual color
value in the target environment. Suppose that the color val-
ues between 0x64 and 0xC8 are commonly found and the
color value 0xFF is rare in the target environment. Then, the
color values close to 0xFF, e.g. the values between 0xFA
and 0xFF, can be elements in the seed frame S. In order
to improve compression rate, most bits in the key for the
XOR operation must consist of either zero or one. If the
percentage of zero bits is high in the key, the XORed frame
would be almost the same as the original frame. If the key
value is selected among color values commonly found in the
target environment, it makes a great difference between the
XORed values of similar values that are in the bounds of the
key value. As a result, the compression rate of a frame after
the XOR operation will be degraded significantly. The set
of XOR keys for a frame, namely the key frame K, are gen-
erated by transposing the seed frame S. Sample key frames
are shown in Fig. 3.



S = Seed frame
K = Key frame
O = The object frame for encryption
X = The XORed frame with O and K
E = Finally encrypted frame
key1[i] = Keys for first transposition

(i = 1,...,block number of S)
key2[j] = Keys for second transposition

(j = 1,...,block number of X)

Step 1. Transposition
for(i=0; i < block num of S; i++)
begin

Trans pos [i] = key1[i] % block [i] of S
K is generated.

end

Step 2. XOR
X = O ⊕ K, where ⊕ is XOR operation

Step 3. Transposition
for(j=0; j < block num of X; j++)
begin

Trans pos [j] = key2[j] % block [j] of X
E is generated.

end

Figure 2. The SRMT encryption algo-
rithm using two block transpositions
and one XOR operation

3.2 Main Encryption Process

After key frame K is generated, the main encryption part
is processed. Fig. 4 represents the main encryption process.
The main encryption process consists of a XOR operation
and second transposition. Original frame O is XORed with
K and then, the XORed frame X is transposed. Finally,
sample encrypted frames are shown in Fig. 5. We com-
bined selective and naive algorithms. The objects for the
transpositions are all blocks, and the objects for XOR are
all pixels. However, the color value of each pixel can be
selectively XORed. For instance, only red and green color
values of each pixel are XORed except blue color value.
From the combination of selective and naive algorithms, we
can achieve both security and light-weightness.

3.3 The SRMT Keys

To keep continuous security, key management is also an
essential part of the system. In the SRMT scheme, we need
three kinds of SRMT keys which take the form of the frame.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Sample key frames
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Figure 4. Main encryption process

One is the seed frame to generate the XOR key frame, and
the others are transposition key sets(each block has a key)
for two transpositions. Each block size for two transposi-
tions can be changed periodically or optionally. Therefore,
the key length corresponding to each block also changes
depends on the alteration of transposition block size. The
SRMT keys can be updated periodically for the purpose of
sustained security.

4 Experimental Results and Analysis

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
SRMT scheme, we implemented a network model as shown
in Fig. 6. We used a DVR camera with an encoding / stream-
ing server using MPEG-4. The hardware configurations of
streaming server and clients for our experiment are Pen-
tium4 3.0 GHz CPU and 1 GB of main memory with Win-
dows XP SP2 as an operating system. To test our scheme,
we modified the XviD video codec [13], which is publicly
available and an ISO MPEG-4 compliant video codec. The
media data is represented in resolutions of 640 × 480 pix-
els with a frame rate of 30 fps. We have already men-
tioned three essential properties: processing time, compres-
sion rate, and security level, for securing real-time media
transmission with preserving high media QoS. In the fol-
lowing subsections, we analyze the SRMT scheme in terms
of three properties.



(a) Lab (b) Encrypted lab

(c) Dancer (d) Encrypted
dancer

Figure 5. Encrypted frame examples

4.1 Security

We classified attack models into two categories: cipher-
text only attack and chosen plaintext attack.

A. Ciphertext Only Attack: The worst situation for at-
tackers is that they know neither plaintext nor the encryption
algorithm. From the frame, attackers would be able to es-
timate that SRMT uses the XOR and transposition method,
and transposition block size to some extent. In this case,
to find out the transposition key, attackers would attempt an
exhaustive attack using all possible transposition keys. Let
Lt be the bit length of transposition keys for each block, Nb

be the number of block, Kt be the set of transposition keys
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Figure 6. A network model for evaluating
SRMT encryption scheme

for all blocks of one frame, and NKt
be the number of all

K ′

ts. The complexity of restoring a frame is 2Lt∗Nb . Given
an encrypted frame only, suppose that attackers found a
Kt. Then they could know transposition rules for a frame.
Nonetheless, there is no assurance that the rule found by at-
tackers is an accurate rule used by SRMT, since collision
could have occurred as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 represents
that the same encrypted frame for a frame could be made
by lots of different rules. The probability of reusing Kt is
1/NKt

. Since Kt’s are updated periodically, it is practi-
cally impossible to exhaustively find out all key sets within
a lifetime.

Encrypted  FrameOriginal  Frame

i) Transposition rule 1

ii) Transposition rule 2
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Figure 7. A collision example in the case that
the attackers found transposition key sets for
one frame
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Figure 8. A collision example in the case that
the attackers found a XOR key for a frame

To find out the XOR key, attackers would attempt an ex-



haustive attack using all possible XOR keys. Let w be frame
width, h be frame height, KX be XOR key, and NKX

be
the number of KX’s. The complexity of finding out KX for
one frame is 2w∗h∗24. However, attackers would not be able
to find out an accurate KX , since collision could have oc-
curred as shown in Fig. 8, even if the attackers have found
a XOR key. Assume Ki and Kk are used keys for encrypt-
ing plaintext A and B to A′ and B′, respectively. However,
A could be encrypted to B′ with Kl. In this case, attack-
ers have found any XOR key Kl, but it could never be used
for encryption. In other words, even if attackers can restore
any frame from time to time, there is very little probabil-
ity that the attackers find the very key for which SRMT is
used. And when attackers find an accurate XOR key KX ,
the probability of reusing KX is 1/NKX

. That is, the com-
plexity for restoring one frame with key found by attackers
is 2w∗h∗24 ∗ NKX

. Since KX’s are updated periodically,
there is little possibility to exhaustively find out all KX ’s
within a lifetime.

B. Chosen Plaintext Attack: The best situation that at-
tackers can experience is when they have the knowledge
of both plaintext and the particular SRMT encryption al-
gorithm. Let CS be the colors used in seed frame S, and
NCS

be the number of CS . If attackers have no knowledge
of CS , attackers would be able to cryptanalyze the colors
with the complexity of 2NCS . If attackers are aware of CS ,
attackers could find out Kt by comparing the color grada-
tions of each block for cipher frame and plain frame. The
complexity of comparing the color gradations of two frames
is as follows.

(Nb) + (Nb − 1) + (Nb − 2) + ... + 1 =
Nb(Nb + 1)

2

In the case of finding Kt for a frame, attackers would
be able to obtain the XOR key frame for the frame. By
classifying the key frames, attackers would obtain the color
composition of S. However, it is impossible for attackers to
find out the arrangement of each CS and Kt for a frame to
make the XOR key frame. That is, it is impossible to reuse
the XOR key frame for a frame found by attackers for de-
crypting another frame, except in the case that an identical
XOR key frame is used in SRMT.

4.2 Compression Rate

Compression rate is an essential part of real-time
media transmission, since the amount of media data to be
delivered changes according to compression rate. In order
to evaluate compression rate after encryption, we calculate
encrypted MPEG size increasing ratio Φ of each algorithm
over original MPEG size, as follows.

Φ = (Encrypted MPEG size−Original MPEG size)
Original MPEG size
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Figure 9. Encrypted MPEG size increasing ra-
tio of each algorithm over original MPEG size

Fig. 9 represents Φ of existing encryption algorithms
and SRMT encryption algorithm over original MPEG size.
Most encryption algorithms have result in increase of
MPEG size greatly as shown in Fig. 9. That is, MPEG
compression rate after encryption is remarkably low in most
case. Because P, B frames refer to the I frame when they
are compressed in MPEG form. If P, B frames refer to
the encrypted I frame, there is no similar I frame to the
current P, B frame. That is, every frame is regarded as I
frame, decreasing the compression rate of MPEG movies
considerably. SRMT also uses a combination method of
XOR and transposition, which is similar to existing com-
bination methods. However, the compression rate is much
higher than existing combination algorithms of block trans-
positions and XOR operations, because SRMT utilizes a
specific key frame, and modified compression method. In
SRMT, the P frame refers to the I frame encrypted by the
same key as P frame separately, when P frame is MPEG
compressed. Experimental results with various MPEG-4
movies show that manipulating key frames and a compres-
sion method can lessen increasing ratio of encrypted MPEG
size, e.g., 70.5% improvement over an existing combination
method of block transpositions and XOR operations which
is shown in Fig. 9.

4.3 Processing Time

For secure real-time media transmission, we need to pro-
vide high-speed encryption. Fig. 10 represents the process-
ing time of existing encryption algorithms and the SRMT.
The SRMT is conducted on uncompressed raw data. Never-
theless, the SRMT mechanism encrypts 3 times faster than
AES encryption for MPEG compressed data.
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5 Conclusion

For the confidentiality of multimedia data, this paper has
presented a light-weight encryption scheme without loss
of security and media QoS, called Secure Real-time Me-
dia Transmission(SRMT) using a XOR operation and two
block transpositions. In order to provide both security and
media QoS, we consider three properties: processing time,
compression rate, and security level. By using two light-
weight mechanisms, XOR and transposition, the SRMT
scheme achieve real-time transmission of encrypted media
data without loss of security and media QoS. Experimen-
tal results with various MPEG-4 movies shows that SRMT
scheme outperforms previous mechanisms in terms of me-
dia QoS and security. However, some challenges still must
be surmounted. XviD codec used in this paper encodes the
next block after the former block is saved. If SRMT trans-
posed encoded blocks and not-encoded blocks, the encoder
would not be able to find the position of the block that has
not been encoded. That is, each block does not have its
own motion vector information before encryption. Since
B frame has only motion vector information, the MPEG
compression rate of SRMT is sensitive to the quantity of
B frames. To make the best use of motion vector informa-
tion, that greatly contributes to the MPEG compression rate,

it is necessary that every block has its own motion vector
information before encryption. To achieve more improved
MPEG compression rate, we have plans of modifying the
XviD procedure sweepingly or carry out preprocessing to
hold block information. And data integrity is also under
consideration for more improved security level.
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